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In 2024

Revenue during the

The global Metaverse
market is expected to reach

2020-2024

The total Metaverse
market size may reach

$800 B

CAGR of 16.96%

2.7x

The primary Metaverse revenue opportunity for video-game makers
consists largely of existing gaming software and services markets as
well as rising sales of gaming hardware.
Within this primary market opportunity that may reach

$412.9 B in 2024

software and
services revenue

Metaverse Trends to Watch in 2022 →
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that of just gaming
software, services, and
advertising revenue.

As well as in-game advertising revenue, accounts
for about 70% of the total market size.
Although this is the existing market for online game
makers, those that are successful in capturing a higher
share of users and engagement through the elevation of
existing games into virtual worlds can garner a higher
share of sector sales.

The Metaverse is set to grow bigger in the coming
years as more people from various industries realize
the underlying potential. 2022 promises to be a
transformative year for Metaverse projects. There are
main Metaverse trends to watch in 2022:

Computing’s next big leap

Metaverse retail stores

Intel is developing chips designed to help power the
Metaverse and plans to release a new series of graphics
processors in 2022. Other key components of the company's
Metaverse-focused work include specialized algorithms and
open software development tools and libraries.

H&M will be the first retail clothing store in the
Metaverse universe. H&M, which opened its first
virtual store in the city of “CEEK” created on
Metaverse, the virtual universe, provides its
customers with the opportunity to shop on
Metaverse.

Metaverse coins
It has been announced that nearly 100 coin projects
will be realized in 2022.

In 2022, it is planned to develop the H&M store
chain within this universe with projects to be
made with famous singers and brands.

Beauty industry plans to enter Metaverse

Introduction of Metaverse Theme Parks

Many cosmetic brands, especially veteran brands such
as Beiersdorf, L’Oreal, Estee Lauder, Louis Vuitton Moet
Hennessy, NARS Cosmetics, Jo Malone, Shiseido,
Holition, and Dior Beauty, will sell make-up materials for
3D avatars and will develop NFTs on online platforms
and games in 2022.

Disney wants to move into the Metaverse universe.
Disney park visitors could soon be riding through the
Metaverse as the entertainment giant explores
headset-less augmented reality. The technology would
project 3D images and virtual effects on physical
spaces, according to the US Patent Office.

Who is Building the
Metaverse? Competitive
Landscape

→

There are currently 160+ companies
operating across Metaverse verticals
and together they are building the
Metaverse world. The market map below
includes some private, active companies
only and is not meant to be exhaustive of
companies in the space.
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Impact of the Metaverse
on Global Industries
Which Industries have Jumped
into the Metaverse rst?

→

Business in the Metaverse is already booming — opening up an
abundance of opportunities for brands, advertisers, retailers, and
employers. Every industry is likely to have a form of business
opportunity in the Metaverse.
The Metaverse is the next stage which integrates non-gaming
experiences. This evolution allows gamers to become platforms
where multiple stakeholders can create and capture value beyond
the core product.
Publishers are driving new experiences through virtual concerts,
virtual fashion shows, IP activations, and media/product
partnerships. The broad appeal of non-gaming experiences is
powerful: things like virtual concerts can also attract non-gamers.
Meanwhile, players are driving Metaverse-like experiences by using
games as a platform to express their identity, host social events, or
create their own game models.

Industries that rst be impacted by Metaverse

Music

TV & Film

Fashion &
Cosmetic

Sports

Education &
Training

Art

FMCG

Automotive

Tourism

Retail

Offices

Factories

Promising industries that
are soon arriving to Metaverse

The Metaverse will open up economic possibilities, both inside and
outside of games. These are just some of the new possibilities:
Virtual Events; NFTs; Play-to-Earn; Play-to-Collect; Pay-to-Socialize.
Transportation
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Defense

Cities

Medicine

Key Themes of Metaverse among Global Industries
Games-as-a-Platform

User-Generated Content

Increasing amount of non-game social activities
happening in games: community events such as
weddings, graduations, and birthday parties, but also
official brand-driven events such as virtual concerts,
activations, and fashion shows.

The Metaverse requires community-sourced creation to
scale effectively. Game platforms such as Roblox, Crayta,
and Core lead the trend of user-created experiences,
games, mods, and worlds.

Games replacing social media for casual connection,
enabled by the enrichment of in-game social
engagement features.

AI-assisted UGC

Merging of Virtual and Physical Worlds

Persistent Avatar and Identity

Real places, cities, and objects that are mapped
digitally 1:1 (e.g. NVIDIA Omniverse, Digital Twins).

Concept of a persistent digital identity that accumulates
unique digital assets (fashion, land, art) which can be used
or interacted with in various games / Metaverse gateways.

Virtual fashion that can be “tried on” using AR.
Improving augmented reality lenses / glasses.
Growth of immersion tech for virtual reality such as
haptics.

Increasing importance and complexity of digital avatars as
representation in virtual worlds, with associated digital
assets to match, such as pets, land, or vehicles.

Cloud and Scalability

AI & Procedurally-Generated Content

Large-scale persistent simulations.

Rich and dynamic AI avatars/NPCs, enabling interactivity
& influencing behavior via community input.

Increasing mass concurrency from 100 participants
per shard/instance to 10,000+.
Expanding accessibility and entry into the Metaverse
through instant-join experiences that don’t require
download or installation.
Games designed without processing power limits
in mind.

Rapid auto-generation of maps, worlds, and other
elements, especially in open worlds.
Real-time creation and simulation/visualization.
Hyper-realistic digital humans adapting to real-time
situations and able to read emotional states.

Decentralised P2P Economy & NFTs

Interoperability & Standards

Player-to-player economy and new types of virtual jobs.

Technical standards, interfaces, and protocols that enable
cross-application interoperability and make it easy to
bring an item from Fortnite into Roblox, for example.

True, persistent ownership of unique digital items that
can exist (and be bought/sold/traded) outside of the
game (NFTs); grey markets may be replaced by official
NFT marketplaces.
Play-to-earn games and modes which enable a new
earning economy.
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Growth of in-game creator tools and no-code
development to simplify the creation process.

Examples: Pixar’s USD (Universal Scene Description),
NVIDIA’s MDL (Material Definition Language).
Khronos Group’s glTF (3D file format standard).

Metaverse & Gaming Industry

→

The Metaverse will change the future
of gaming in di erent ways:
Game design – In addition to the familiar single-player and
online modes, a Metaverse game will offer users opportunities
for creative and social interaction outside of core gameplay.
Content – The community plays an essential role in the
development of the Metaverse. Therefore, in such projects,
more and more elements tied to artificial intelligence will
simplify the creation of UGC content within games.

Metaverse & Event Industry

Business models – The gaming Metaverse will open up new
economic opportunities for businesses and users. These
include virtual events, NFTs, and concepts such as play-to-earn
and play-to-collect.
Marketing – The Metaverse will drive the growth of native ad
integrations in games. Companies will be able to integrate their
brands into them, attract influencers and promote their own IPs
using platform games.

→

The event and conference industry’s dive into the Metaverse is
just beginning, even as face-to-face events return. The new
generation of virtual event-goers would like to get into their own.
Avatar and be active participants in the immersive experience of
the event. For a spectacular event, a rethink of traditional
performances with out-of-the-box thinking will be required.

Virtual Conferences
With Metaverse, participants will be able to
debate in 3D or holographic form. This offers
a brand new experience of feeling
connected whilst being separated by
geographical boundaries.

Networking

Virtual Tours

Networking is an aspect that might experience the
biggest transformations because of the
Metaverse. Through AR glasses provided inperson, participants may be able to see holograms
of virtual participants. While virtual participants
would be able to watch in-person participants
projected onto a virtual reality version of the
exhibition.

With the initiation of Metaverse, event organizers can view
event venues through holograms or a projected virtual reality
version. Since event organizers can visually inspect the place,
they will feel more confident when choosing the venue,
whether the event is held virtual or in-person. They are also
able to view the layouts of PowerPoint outlets, where the
booths are and even the stage setup etc. This is an innovation
that will bring event organizers more convenience.

Speaker Presentations

Sponsors and Exhibitors Booth

With the introduction of the Metaverse, 3D models
can appear right in front of participants. Speakers
can “walk up” to every attendee wherever they may
be. The development of Metaverse could present an
enhancement to presentations.

In the future, with the presence of Metaverse, sponsors,
and exhibitors can interact with attendees through
holograms. The former augments the opportunities for
sponsors and exhibitors to expand their visibility and
engagement opportunities to acquire lead generation.

Metaverse & Music Industry
One of the biggest trends when it comes to music and the
Metaverse is that artists are leading the way into this new
frontier for the industry and creating new revenue streams
directly from their fans. Other opportunities that
Metaverse brings to the music industry:

Rise in 3D avatars for fan engagement
Avatars of top recording artists have evolved into
a form of self-expression and a new means for fans
to interact with them.
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The development of the Metaverse signals a shift from
Games-as-a-service to Games-as-a-platform. The
Metaverse is the next step towards creating a new nongaming experience.

→
Tapping new audiences
The economy of the Metaverse will certainly include not
only rms selling digital items to users but also peers
selling to peers. It’s a free-market, user-driven economy for
the most part, but non-fungible tokens are changing that.
NFTs give artists more control over their work, as well as
the opportunity to track revenues more precisely and
rapidly. Artists are selling their tunes and digital items as
they are encouraged to use the Metaverse as a
marketplace to better control and commercialize their craft.

A new avenue to monetize
The industry is looking for innovative methods to
reach new audiences and establish new revenue
streams for artists and corporations. Artists can
contact their followers through various activities,
such as virtual concerts, merchandise sales, and
other integrated in-game/in-app activities.

Digital NFTs and wearables
are going mainstream
Because most firms are digital-first, tapping into the
Metaverse could be the next step in expanding their
digital identities, branding, and content, as well as
their digitally connected products.

Promising Technologies
that Power the Metaverse
What technologies are empowering Metaverse?
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Virtual Reality

Arti cial Intelligence

VR gloves will likely explode in popularity. There are
already multiple platforms that allow people to
connect with other VR users. It’s a collaboration
experience that lets people come together to work in
the same virtual room, regardless of physical distance.

AI technology can help us streamline the creation of
Metaverse assets, such as characters, landscapes,
buildings, character routines, and more; we may see a
future where advanced AI capabilities are integrated with
game engines. AI can be used to create, audit, and secure
smart contracts on the blockchain. Some use cases for AI
technology in the Metaverse: Accurate avatar creation;
Digital humans; Multilingual accessibility; VR world
expansion at scale; Intuitive interfacing.

Internet infrastructure
The Metaverse would require extremely high internet
speeds, high bandwidth, and low latency, especially
when the user enters a vast virtual world with highly
detailed textures and unbelievably high polygon
counts. 5G enables extremely high frequencies at the
millimeter wave spectrum, which opens up possibilities
like VR experiences that include the sense of touch and
AR experiences that let visitors have in-depth
conversations with AI characters in real-time.
Eventually, 6G will replace 5G. Several countries have
already launched research initiatives.

Blockchain
Blockchain technology in a decentralized Metaverse
would be an ideal currency for facilitating quick and
secure digital transactions. Blockchain technology offers
a decentralized and transparent solution for digital
evidence of ownership, digital collectibility, value
transfer, governance, accessibility, and interoperability.

Brain-computer interfaces
Augmented Reality
AR contact lenses and AR glasses could be used to
augment the world around us and facilitate virtual
assistants with the help of sophisticated artificial
intelligence.

fi
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Brain-computer interfaces allow to control avatars,
various objects, and digital transactions with our brain
signals. This technology won’t play a major part in the
early years of the Metaverse. However, by the
mid-2030s, some early adopters might begin using
brain-computer interfaces to connect to the neocortex.

Web 3.0

Mixed Reality

Web 3.0 enables decentralized blockchain protocol,
enabling individuals to connect to an internet where
they can own and be properly compensated for the time
and data. This is more advantageous than a web where
giant centralized companies own the lion's share of the
web and can siphon large percentages of the profits.
Web 3.0 will help facilitate greater connectivity between
data sources. As a result, the user experience evolves to
another level of connectivity that leverages all available
information on the Internet.

Digital twins, Mixed Reality, and Autonomous Systems
are at the core of a massive wave of innovation. Mixed
Reality is created when a user can interact directly with
the Metaverse in a physical setting.

Mobile Device Processors

IoT Technology
One of the applications of IoT on the Metaverse is to
collect and provide data from the physical world. If we can
add Metaverses to the present Internet of things, our
economy’s acceleration will be on a whole new level. IoT
may seamlessly connect the 3D environment to a vast
number of real-world devices. In the Metaverse, this allows
for the production of real-time simulations. IoT could
employ AI and machine learning to handle the data it
collects to enhance the Metaverse environment further

Mobile device processors for Augmented Reality will
likely need AR to work on normal-looking glasses. This
would require small superfast mobile processors that
can be fitted on normal-looking glasses, VR devices, fast
mobile processors to handle hyper-realistic graphics,
low latency, high refresh rates, high frames per second,
and so forth - as processes require more cores and
components. We may also see the introduction of
optical components that would work with standard
Silicon components.

Business Opportunities
in the Metaverse
What is the Metaverse business
opportunities which is trending

→

Product Placement and Advertising
As people spend more time in the Metaverse, there are huge
opportunities for advertising for Billboards for product placement,
so companies will be able to take so many advantages with these
opportunities as it becomes a new scope in the future.

Product
Placement

Games

Metaverse
Services

Sponsorship
of Events
and Concerts

Metaverse
Hardware

Sponsorship of Events and Concerts
As more events and concerts are hosted in the Metaverse
in the digital space, companies will have lots of opportunities
for potentially profitable sponsorship.
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Digital
Products

Product
Advertising

Remote
Working

Digital Products

Remote Working

There will be an opportunity in the Metaverse to develop and
sell digital products in the digital world, so pretty much
anything people have in the real world might be something
they want to buy in the Metaverse from cool clothes to outfits
to homes and cars and basically anything that we can
imagine and even things we can’t even imagine right now.
This will also give users the possibility to try things on, so if
we are talking about clothing, users will be able to select
different settings of clothes and try them on - for example,
users will have the possibility to try on glasses like sunglasses
and see what their shading actually looks like in virtual reality.

The impact and opportunities for businesses remote
work is the big thing, so we will have to increase the
opportunities to move our work into the Metaverse and
create co-working spaces and meetings, simulations,
and training. There will be Metaverse workrooms that
will replace current collaboration technology like
Zoom, and they will give workers new ways to
collaborate online in virtual reality. In the future, we
might have events, conferences, stage shows in the
virtual world as well - all of this collaboration will be
done as users will be sitting in their own homes.

Games

Metaverse Services

Games have huge opportunities since the gaming industry is
huge globally and is worth 180+ billion dollars. Games have
long been a backbone for the plans of the Metaverse, and
there are many cool VR games on the market right now. We
will see new ones coming along, and they will also bring
sponsorship opportunities.

Companies will be needed to help organizations move
into the Metaverse. This is a bit like what is happening in
social media today, where companies sometimes
outsource this to other organizations. The same will
happen for the Metaverse presence. There will be
companies that will create digital twins. For example,
sports companies are already requesting digital twins of
their football stadiums in the Metaverse, so people can
visit and watch their games digitally. Thus, there will be a
huge opportunity for the companies to create those
digital services.

Metaverse Hardware
Metaverse hardware is also a big possibility as there is a huge
opportunity around developing new headsets and making them
light and in the form of glasses. In the future, we will have
contact lenses that will give us virtual and augmented reality.

Opportunities in the Metaverse for Real-world Businesses
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Food Delivery
Food delivery companies can expect their competitors to
take full advantage of ghost kitchens where they do
nothing but prepare a select portion of their menus for
rapid delivery without any front-of-house concerns. In the
Metaverse, expect food services to be among the first to
appear in large numbers. People will be able to stroll up to
a restaurant and select from a menu. They might even

be able to speak to a real person at the restaurant and
place an order. On the backend, the order will be processed
just like it is today. The food will be delivered to the person's
location. Further, that food and delivery will be visually
represented in the Metaverse. Even now, one's computer
they are working on can be represented in the Metaverse.
So food representation is just around the corner.

Retail
The next big thing for retailers is getting their inventory
scanned with 3D tech so that it can be viewed on all sides
and handled in the Metaverse. Imagine going to a digital
store and having the full shopping experience of wandering
around a space and examining items. In the real world, only
one person can pick up an item at a time. In the Metaverse,
there would be no such limitation.

Clothes shopping could be less frustrating because people
can just put in the sizes they are looking for and get a
representation of all the stores' inventory that would work for
them. Not only will users be able to dress up their avatar, but
they could also press a button and order those fashions to
be delivered to their homes in the sizes they need. The
opportunities for clothiers in the Metaverse are huge.

Real Estate
The Metaverse will eventually be filled with houses,
business spaces, and other construction projects, just like
the real world. Users can place their real-world real estate
inventory in the Metaverse and allow people to view that
inventory inside and out at any time of the day or night,
with or without a guide
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This will make selling real estate much easier than it is
today. It will also provide opportunities for architects to
show off new designs and show buyers their dream home
before a single brick is laid. The cost savings possibilities
for the real estate industry are staggering.

Three Insights on the Business Opportunity for the Metaverse

→

Key insights to help ground in the opportunity today to prepare for the exciting
journey ahead tomorrow:
Focusing on 2D Apps today is tomorrow’s bridge to the Metaverse
Here are ways to imagine how 2D apps will make way for a more immersive experience in the future:

Commerce

Entertainment

With the rise of digital commerce, the Metaverse
will unlock new opportunities for buyers and sellers
to connect in a new way.

Today users can host a paid online event on Facebook,
but imagine if they could make this a mixed-reality
experience where people could join in person or buy a
ticket for the virtual experience.

Three Insights on the Business Opportunity for the Metaverse

→

The Metaverse will enhance
physical-world experiences

The Metaverse will be co-created
and built responsibly

Current use cases of augmented reality, including
Spark AR, are great examples of how the Metaverse will
meet the physical world. Regardless of sector, there will
be use cases for businesses that seek to leverage
mixed reality and physical-world experiences.

No one company will build the Metaverse alone.
This will be a global partnership with businesses,
creators, policymakers, entrepreneurs, and more.

What are the Main
Challenges of Metaverse
Metaverse Challenges
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Reputation and identity

Data and security

The main challenge lies in the possibility to
forge facial features, footage and voice. Thus,
we are bound to see new verification methods
being developed in the nearest future.

Submerging into the Metaverse will require evolving
security methods to a completely new level, being on par
with the ever so expanding space of the Metaverse. This
will require building new methods of personal data and
privacy protection that will be able to ensure the safety
of one's identity and possessions in the virtual world.

Currency and payment systems

Time and space

Regardless of the currency and marketplace format,
when it comes to transactions, it will be especially
essential to develop a unique new transaction
verification system. The challenge will lie in convincing
users that they can rely on and, most importantly, feel
safe while engaging in any trade within the Metaverse.

The full immersion could unconsciously lead users
to spend more time inside the Metaverse. Due to the
possibility of a distorted sense of time, it is essential to
set up mechanisms that will keep users in check with
the real world. The second concept that should be
looked at in the Metaverse, is the concept of space.
As the Metaverse assumes an infinite space, at first,
it might be challenging for users to immerse into such
a vast universe, trying to comprehend the amount and
variety of information at once. Both time and space
perception in the Metaverse will require guidance
during the first steps of submersion, in order to ensure
users will be both aware and comfortable while inside
the virtual environment.

Law and jurisdiction
It will be a true challenge to identify jurisdiction as well
as set legislations that can ensure the virtual space is
safe and secure for its users.

Ownership and property
In a similar way to how NFTs currently represent realworld objects, granting and proving the ownership rights
for art, music, videos and much more, the challenge will
be in creating a unified system that could be used to
verify the possession of virtual assets in the Metaverse.

Summary
The Metaverse concept has gripped popular imagination,
particularly during the pandemic, as lockdown measures and
remote working policies compelled more people to explore online
virtual worlds for both business and entertainment. Recent
market analysis has estimated that the Metaverse market
opportunity could be around $800 billion by 2024. This could be
seen as an expected meteoric rise for the Metaverse, given such
an estimated market size.
Technology and internet giants have recently increased their
investments in the Metaverse, which is becoming the next
important development for the technology and internet
industries. Currently, discussion about the Metaverse mainly
revolves around virtual games, entertainment, and social
interaction. But in fact, the Metaverse can have a much wider
impact in the world of business, industries, trade, society, etc.
Much of the technology needed to create the Metaverse already
exists or is currently in development. The main supporting
technologies of the Metaverse include blockchain technology,
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Arti cial Intelligence, Brain-computer interfaces, Web 3.0 and
IoT technical, so it can be seen that digital technology is the
primary means and support for the Metaverse to establish a
virtual space. At present, Metaverse, which is in the early stage
of technology implementation, faces the embarrassing
situation of polarized reputation. Supporters rmly believe that
Metaverse is the general trend of human technological
development, and everything can be Metaverse. In contrast,
opponents believe that Metaverse is full of speculation and
bubbles, and most of the Metaverse projects and products on
the market are worthless.
The rise of the Metaverse is inevitable. Technology giants like
Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft started entering the
Metaverse and creating new competitive advantages.
Ambitious startups start developing new Metaverse
technologies and platforms. Without a doubt, the Metaverse
has the potential to shape our society, politics, and culture. It
also opens new markets, innovative social networks, advanced
gadgets, new consumer behavioral patterns, and new patents.

